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Recently Mitiagin and Zobin [9] constructed an example of a nuclear FrCchet 
space without a basis. A considerably simplified construction was subsequently 
given by Djakov and Mitiagin [4] ( see also, Bessaga [l]). It is well known [8] 
that every subspace of the nuclear FrCchet space w (= Cartesian product of 
countably many copies of the set [w of real numbers) has a basis and in their paper, 
Djakov and Mitiagin ask whether every other nuclear FrCchet space admits a 
subspace without a basis ([4], q uestion 5.5). In this paper we answer the question 
affirmatively. Thus we have the following result. 
THEOREM. Every nuclear Frkhet space not isomorphic to w 
admits a subspace without a basis. 
In our proof, the construction of a space X without a basis is the same as that 
given by Djakov and Mitiagin. The method of embedding this space as a sub- 
space of a space Y which has a basis and a continuous norm was also essentially 
given by Djakov and Mitiagin [4, Lemma 5.41. The only thing which is new in 
our discussion is the construction of a space of type Y as a subspace of an arbitrary 
nuclear FrCchet space with continuous norm. For this we use a method introduced 
in [5] and subsequently developed in [6]. In this approach, we view a nuclear 
FrCchet space as a projective limit of spaces isomorphic to Z, . Thus we have 
“sup norms” which, in the presence of a basis, consist of computing a supremum 
of a null sequence of positive numbers. The essence of our method is to study the 
behavior of the index at which the sup occurs as the quantity whose norm we are 
computing is varied. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by N the set of positive integers and by Iw2 the set of ordered pairs 
of real numbers. Nothing is changed if “real” is replaced by “complex.” 
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For the elementary facts about nuclear Frechet spaces and bases, we refer 
to [lo]. 
The word subspace will refer to a closed subspace of a nuclear FrCchet space. 
If X, I’ are nuclear FrCchet spaces we shall write X < Y when X is isomorphic 
to a subspace of Y. Two subspaces will be called di$oint when their intersection 
consists of the zero vector. 
A fundamental system of seminorms for a nuclear FrCchet space X is a sequence 
(II . IIPLN of seminorms in X such that 11 x IID < /I x llDfl , x E X, p E l+J and a 
sequence (x,J in X converges to 0 iff lim, I/ x, Ilf = 0 for each p E N. It is well 
known and easy to prove that a nuclear FrCchet space admits a continuous norm 
iff it admits a fundamental system of norms. 
Two bases (x,), (31%) in nuclear FrCchet spaces X, Y, respectively, are equivalent 
if there is an isomorphism T: X - Y such that TX, = yn , n E tV. A basis (xJ 
in a nuclear FrCchet space X is regular if X admits a fundamental system of norms 
(11 . 11,) such that 
II x,+1 /ID II %I I&J 
II x,+1 l&J+1 < II x7l IlPfl 
n,pEN. 
A sequence (yn) in a nuclear FrCchet space X is a bask sequence if it is a basis 
for the space it generates. The sequence (y,,J is a block basic sequence if each yn is 
a finite linear combination of elements of a basis for X and the finite sets are 
pairwise disjoint. It is well known and easy to show that a block basic sequence is 
always a basic sequence. 
The research described in this paper was partially supported by the National 
Science Foundation. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 
We will use the following lemma which is essentially proved as Lemma 2 in 
[5]. The only difference is that we simplify the form of Eq. (3) in the proof given 
there by noting that the max and min are actually taken on at k = pi-1 + 1, pi-1 , 
respectively. 
LEMMA. Let (%&a, pa be an injinite matrix of positive numbers which satisfies 
l< an+, p % A<- 
%+1.,+1 an,,+l 
and dejne, for ajnite set (tI ,..., t,) of scalars and p E N, 
qP(tl ,..., to) = max{q: max I ti I aip = / t, I a,,}. l<i<o 
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Let p. ,..., pm and q1 ,..., qnL be integers uch that 
0 = po < p1 < ... < pn, and 0 < q1 < q” < ... < qm < p. 
Then we can choose t, ,..., t, with t,l # 0 but otherwise arbitrary, tj = 0 for 
j f ql,..., q” and 
a+ .Djmlfl aqj-l 01-1 
I t&1 I a -=l I t*, I -=c I t*j--l I ~ 
aj 
j = 2,..., m. 
Q’.Dj--l+l 4 Pi-1 
Moreover, if any such choice is made, then 
qP(t, ,..., to) = qi for pieI <p <pj j= l,..., m. 
We begin with an arbitrary nuclear Frtchet space, 2, , not isomorphic to w 
and we will construct spaces X, Y, 2 with X < Y < 2 < 2, . The space 2 
will be generated by a basic sequence in 2, , the space Y will be generated by a 
very special block basic sequence and the space X will be isomorphic to one of the 
spaces constructed by Djakov and Mitiagin [4] which does not have a basis. 
THE SPACE Z 
Since Z, is not isomorphic to w we can combine Theorem 8 of [3] and Lemma 1 
of [2] to obtain an infinite-dimensional Z, < Z, which possesses a continuous 
norm. Take any two infinite-dimensional disjoint subspaces of Z, and (since they 
will possess continuous norms and so not be isomorphic to W) we may apply 
Theorem 3 of [6] to obtain two infinite-dimensional, disjoint, isomorphic 
subspaces Z, , Zs of Z, . Applying the lemma in [6] we can find equivalent 
basic sequences in Zs and Zs which are regular. Each of these basic sequences 
are then divided (in the same way) into two disjoint infinite subsequences. Thus 
we have four regular basic sequences in Z, , two of which are equivalent (we do 
not care whether the other two are equivalent) and which generate disjoint 
subspaces of Z, . Finally, each of these four basic sequences are divided into 
countably many pairwise disjoint infinite subsequences. 
All of these basic sequences generate a subspace Z of Z, which has a basis 
consisting of four “matrices” (~~)~~r.a.s.~:~,~~~ such that each (z~j”i)~ , i = 1, 2, 3,4, 
and n E N is regular and there is a fundamental system of norms (11 . 11,) for Z 
such that 
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THE SPACE Y 
Let&” =={(p,,p,,p,)~N XN xN:p, <pa <p,}andleta:N+N 
be an infinity-to-one surjection. Since most of our considerations will take place 
with fixed rz, there will be no confusion if we write (p, , p, , ps) = u(n). 
The space Y will be defined to be the space generated by the block basic 
sequence (~~~~)~=r,a,a,~:~~~ in 2 which has the form 
where 1 < qj < qitl , i = 1, 2, 3,4. 
We will select the coefficients (and corresponding indices where necessary) 
in the order 
t:1 , $7 t;2* 7 f;ll, t: 
2 2 G2fll 
, t”, 
QP2+12 
, t”t 
G2+21 
, t”z Ql5+*2 ,..., t”l QZ13+?ll , t”, , t& tpnd4. %5+2 2 e 
We make our selection with a fixed 12 E N. Also, since Z is nuclear and each basic 
sequence (z;~)~ is regular, we can assume that 
and 
We set 
II 4 llpt1 = co 
n!!Ec 11 2; II9 , i= 1,2,3,4 
II 4 IID+ II 4 Ilzl 
II “j”+1.i &I+1 
< ,,z;+l,i,l, %j,PEr+J, i= 192,394. 
II qs !Ip 
t3i = /, y1 I,p: ’ 
II q3 IIp1 
fl”2 = “z;zlh’ 
Then we choose q22 > 1 sufficiently large so that 
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We may then choose $2, so that 
II q2 I!& II $2 IIp2-1 
T2 II Q2 llpp < G2 < t;“z IIQ2 IIB2@ 
and to be sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint SO that 
II q3 IUp* -=E f;t2 II qz2 IIp2 .
Next we choose q2r > 1 sufficiently large so that 
We may then choose ti2rl so that 
and to be sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint so that 
nt;;, II gt2 llpp < qq II + lIpI+ ’ 
For convenience we write qi, = qnl and qi, = q2” and then proceed with our 
selection by letting I run through the numbers pa + 1, p2 + 2,..., Pa + n. 
We choose qtl > qtl sufficiently large so that 
II z”* 
and sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint so that 
$fW12 II z;fel2 lll&-l < tP”: 1(l $I Ill. 
And we choose q: > qyml sufficiently large so that 
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We may then choose trrta so that 
and sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint so that 
f:lll II zltl II1 -c f&II z& il1 .
Next we choose qa3 > 1 sufficiently large so that 
We may then choose ttzs3 so that 
11 %3 I’&+1 II q3 IIp2 
II “; 33 lip +I 
< t;*s3 < 
? 1 II q23 Ilpp 
and sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint so that 
t& 11 $;,I HP3 < t;z3 II qs3 Ilp*+l G t;;3 II g22s2 IID3 *
Finally, we choose qal > 1 sufficiently large so that 
4t123) II ~1:~ lIpa -c tP?P4 II ~gn2~ ilq+I 
We may then select tzXaI so that 
11 zF* I’pz+l 
-c t;*44 -c 
II .qa llpe 
11 q~4’lp.+l 2 2 11 “Z;4 11 n2 
and sufficiently close to the right-hand endpoint so that 
nq3,) II $;3 llp3 < t;;a!I + lIP*+l *
This completes the definition of yin, i = 1,2, 3,4, and it E N. 
PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE Y 
By the absolute basis theorem [7], we can define a fundamental system of 
seminorms (I . I,) for Z by writing 
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Combining this with the lemma and the above double inequalities on the 
for 0 -=c p < P, , 
for p1 <p < p2, 
for p = p, + l,..., P, + n; 
for 0 <p <p,, 
for p = p,, 
for p = P2 + l,..., P3 + n; 
for 0 <P GP,, 
for P > Pz ; 
for 0 < p < P2, 
for p > p,. 
From these relations and the other inequalities obtained in our construction it 
follows that the block basic sequence (yin) satisfies the relations 
I Yin lp1 = I Y3n lp1 = (I/n) I Yzn II I 
I Y3n LIP < I Yzn ID* < u/4 I YP IPI+. 9 
I Yin IPQ < I Y3n IPJ -=I (l/4 I Y4n IDS+1 9 
I Yl” I1 < I Yz” II -=c I Yin l1+* for 1 = pz + l,...,p, + n - 1, 
I Y3n II = I Y4n II for 1 = 1, 2 ,..., p, . 
Therefore we conclude that the space Y is a subspace of 2 and has a basis 
(YinLoN.i=1.2.3.4 with a fundamental system of norms (I . 1): such that if cIlai = 
) yin 1,” then the following relations are satisfied 
cm?,3 -c Cnl+z ? cm31 -=c Gw83 9 
CMEC2 
2 
Cn,91+l.l ) ( 
+ 
km3 
2 
GI.,,+1.4 H 
< lip $ = 0, 
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C -.- 11m - Cm for I <p <p,, 
c VIP1 = Gwz for p > p?. 
THE SPACE X 
For n, p E k4 and (p, , pe , p3) = u(n), let us write 
a Rzl = u/31’2McnPl)2 + k&P2)2 + (GInr)2)1’P for P d P,, 
= (1 /@i2)((~np$ + 2(~,,p3)~)~‘~ for P>p,; 
b,, = (~/W((C~~~)~ + hpJ2 + (cn,d2Y2 for P d P2 , 
= ( l/61’2)((~,&” + 2(~,=4)~)l’~ for P > $3,; 
and, for [ = (5, , 5,) E R2 let us write 
4,W = (kd2512 + (L)2t22Y/2 for P <P,, 
= ((anJ2(Sl + 5,)” + (bnD,)2(51 - 52)2Y’2 for P > p2 . 
Then we define 
x = ix = (p&& 5” = (tin, f2n) E R2 and 
4w = (4 kL(E”)12)lif < =A P E q. 
Next we will define a map T: X - I’ by 
W = T(P) = &C W’yy1’” + E2"yz" + (t-1" + 52'7 ~3~ + (EP - 52'9~4"). 
n 
Indeed, a fundamental system of norms (111 . j/i,) can be defined in Y by 
My IlID = (C 2 (c,,d2 CL~12~‘2 forY = C f: Sinyin E Y 
noN i=l noN i=l 
and we may compute, 
Ill TX II!", = i- ,& hJ2 (51")2 + (~nz,z)~ (E2n)2 + (~nm)~ (~5~ + &"I2 
-- (cnJ (&'i - &'qf) 
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= ) ; [((cnpl)’ + (c,&* + (Cnp4)2)(51n)2 + 2((crm)2 - (cd2) 51nS.ln 
+ ((c,,*)* + (c,P*)* + bw4)2)(12n)21 
= c ((%J2 (&“) + hw)* (52”)“) if P <P2 
= ;: M4* + k2zJ)2)((Eln)2 + (52n)2) + w,D)* - &ID)*) 51”52nl 
R if P > P2 
; K@))2 = (d,W- 
This shows that T(X) C Y. Moreover, it is clear that X is a vector space and T is 
a l-1 linear map and so X has a locally convex topology transferred via T-l from 
the subspace topology on T(x). The above computation shows that (dJDEN is a 
fundamental system of norms for this topology. 
X HAS No BASS 
The last step in our proof is to show that X is isomorphic to one of the spaces 
constructed by Djakov and Mitiagin [4] so that X has no basis, indeed X is not a 
complemented subspace of a space which has a basis. 
The spaces of Djakov and Mitiagin are constructed exactly as was X except 
that the norm d,,, on 882 is replaced by what we may call a,,, where 
Here /I . I] is the usual Hilbert norm on R2 and A,, is an operator on R* given by 
4&4 = ads t -4,kJ = Le2 for P G P2, 
&(Wl) = %wWl 1 A&cJ = bn,w:! for p > P2, 
where 
e, = (l,O), e2 = (0, I), w1= (&&)’ w2 = (-$2J&). 
Hence we have, for 6 = (4, , t2) E R2, 
II A,,(Ol12 = @,,)‘&l” + (bmJ25,2 for P <p2, 
= N+J”(5, + 62)” + Ud2(& - t2J2 for P > $3,) 
and so, 
II &,(t)ll B d,,(f) < w2 II &(EY 5 E Iw”, 12, P E IV. 
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Thus the topology on X is the same as that constructed in [4] and so we need 
only show that the matrices (a,,), (b,J satisfy conditions (1.1”) (1.5) of [4]. 
Condition (1.1 *) is used only to show that X is a nuclear Frtchet space which we 
already know because it is a subspace. Thus we are left with (I .5) which amounts 
to showing that 
We have, 
( 1 anD, * ha 
= bJ + (GaPIs)* + (Gw*4)* < 3hd2 < 2 
(G&12)* + (cd + (cd (Gzl*)* n2 ’ 
This implies that the above limit does converge to 0 and the proof is completed. 
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